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USB/Bluetooth connection failure may occur on some Android devices that support the OS requirements, since the Android manufactures customize their own devices.
- USB-MIDI compatible system is required when connecting with USB-MIDI.
- USB Audio Device Class (Asynchronous) compatible system is required when connecting with USB-Audio.
- Advanced Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP) compatible system is required when connecting with Bluetooth Audio.
- Bluetooth MIDI (MIDI over Bluetooth low energy) compatible system is required with Bluetooth MIDI.

Note: *USB-OTG cable is required when connecting with USB.
Note: *Please note that we have discontinued our support for any products not listed in these charts.
Note: *We have tested new products with the latest versions as of November 2023. 

                                                                   OS Android 10 support Android 11 support Android 12 support Android 13 support Android 14 support Remarks
    Product Name

VOX

Tone Room Yes Yes*1 Yes*1 Yes*2 Yes*2
*1: Depending on your "system navigation" settings, you may not touch all buttons and UI.
*2: It works fine with the currently distributed ToneRoom (beta).
<https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.voxamps.toneroom_beta&hl=en>

VX II
 - Main Unit　(USB-Audio) No*1 No*1 No*1 No*1 under examination *1: Sometimes noise is mixed in during recording / playback.

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

VT20X/VT40X/VT100X

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

VX50 GTV
 - Main Unit　(USB-Audio) No*1 No*1 No*1 No*1 under examination *1: Sometimes noise is mixed in during recording / playback.

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

Adio GT/BS
 - Main Unit　(USB-Audio) No*1 No*1 No*1 No*1 under examination *1: Sometimes noise is mixed in during recording / playback.

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

Adio Air GT/BS
 - Main Unit　(USB-Audio) No*1 No*1 No*1 No*1 under examination *1: Sometimes noise is mixed in during recording / playback.

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

 - Main Unit　(Bluetooth Audio) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
 - Main Unit　(Bluetooth MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
VOX Cambridge50
 - Main Unit　(USB-Audio) No*1 No*1 No*1 No*1 under examination *1: Sometimes noise is mixed in during recording / playback.

 - Main Unit　(USB-MIDI) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes*1 *1: On Android 14, USB MIDI may not be released and may not work during or after starting an app that occupies 
the USB audio device. In that case, you will be able to use USB MIDI by restarting your Android device.

VOX MINI SUPERBEETLE AUDIO
 - Main Unit　(Bluetooth Audio) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes


